Practical Information

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,
In a few days, you will attend the 15th FIC Conferences on Porous Media, in Strasbourg, France
Please, find below some practical information.

ACCESS:
The Conference will take place at the Palais Universitaire de Strasbourg.
Opening of the welcome desk (inside the building): Tuesday, October 26, 8.15 a.m

Palais Universitaire de Strasbourg
9 Place de l’Université
67000 STRASBOURG - France

Accessible by tram (stop « Gallia », Tram C, F, E – or Bus 10 - 30) or by bus (stop « Brant - Université », Bus 10 – 30 – 6). Public transport is managed by the CTS (Strasbourg transport company) and an application exists to plan your trip (see here) (a small map is provided below).

COVID-19 HEALTH MEASURES:
The access in and out of the Conference Center will be controlled:

- You will be asked to show your Health Pass (at the welcome & registration desk inside the building - see map below)
  French and EU: Digital Covid certificate are accepted.
  (for non-vaccine person, please, check the health pass validity date)
  For Non-EU participants, the foreign Health Pass won't be acceptable.
  Please, check the website « Applying for a Covid certificate »:
  https://uk.ambafrance.org/Applying-for-a-COVID-certificate-if-you-were-vaccinated-abroad-procedure-for
  It might be easier to proceed a Covid - test in France.
  How to get a french covid certificate:
  Pharmacies in Strasbourg can deliver a Valid Covid certificate. We can advice a spot:
  Train station area : Pharmacie Sainte Aurélie, no appointment necessary
  (Covid Test: 25,01€ - Results after approx.15 minutes waiting time - Test Valid for 3 days)

- The mask will be mandatory inside the Conference Center.
  Please, bring you own one.
- Hydroalcoholic gel will be at your disposal at the Conference Center.
- Conference rooms will be manually ventilated.

We stay at your disposal if you need more information.
Best regards,
The JEMP2021 organizing committee
Urban transport map

Map of the conference center “Palais U”, UR Gallia (lunch) and restaurant “Ancienne Douane” (dinner)